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offline installation: uninstall previous version (2015.2.5) manually before installing this version.
please ensure you only install the version if you want to do your own back-up. please use the

back up app or the pc suite backup tool, not the normal settings backup tool. if you do not know
how to back-up your phone please contact your service provider. this application is intended for

learning or demonstration purposes only. in case of using a sim card which is shared with
another person, this person must be informed about the usage of his/her personal information

including the usage of his/her personal information including the access points for the
applications, the backup and the data of the active cellular connection. the service can also be

activated from windows phone store. the cdma feature of the service is not available at windows
phone store. this is not the fault of opera. offline installation: uninstall previous version

(2015.3.2) manually before installing this version. only the new common data package location
(sr1315) is supported by default. if you need to use other data package locations, they need to
be added to the preferences manually. do not use care suite 4.0 and 5.0 simultaneously. they

can be installed on the same pc and launched from the nokia application launcher but not run at
the same time. if it seems that all features are not available on the left hand side of the screen,

please click the small arrow next to the list. more features will be shown. this may happen if your
screen is not maximized. lumia / windows phones will reboot when they are disconnected please

wait for the phone to restart installation of fuse drivers may take a long time. therefore it is
recommended that the windows automatic driver installation is disabled from the control panel.

please go to windows control panel -> system ->advanced system settings ->hardware ->device
installation settings and select never install driver software from windows update pc must be
connected to network, meaning that ethernet cable must be connected to pc and connection
needs to be configured to work properly. pc must be able to connect to for example internal

network, but it is not necessary that pc has an online connection to internet.
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caresuite pst does not perform any checks during the installation process and installation does not
involve any installation from the phone. however, caresuite pst needs to be installed on an xp-
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compatible pc and it is not intended to be installed on a vista or windows 7 computer. nokia
caresuite pst also needs to be installed on the same pc that is used to perform the flashing.

embeddedcare is an optional tool for remote monitoring, diagnostics and repair of embedded
devices based on symbian, java and windows mobile operating systems. it is not an installer, an

application launcher or a universal tester. the list of supported carriers on each device page will help
you to identify carrier to which you need to connect to your device in order to test. download our

mobile management package to get your hands on a free evaluation package to embed
embeddedcare control panel into your product. embeddedcare is designed to allow you to program
and get communication with your device with one single unified tool, where you have to use only a
browser and never install any additional software on your device. embeddedcare does not connect

directly to your device. it is installed on a pc and listens on ip address or hostname provided by your
device. it will then capture sms text messages, alarm (sms), menu (sms), multi media (mms) and
sensor readings (gprs) on the device. cas-cps is a new universal diagnostic tool for sending and

receiving diagnostic requests and checking responses from any carrier within the world and getting
the information that you need in order to repair the device. cas-cps is not an 'easy phone repair

assistant' and the list of supported carriers on each device page will help you to identify carrier to
which you need to connect to your device in order to check. cas-cps also needs to be installed on the

same pc that is used to perform the flashing. 5ec8ef588b
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